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By Suzanne Marti
although the riddarasögur are assumed to have been composed around the
middle of the thirteenth century, their manuscript situation does not allow us
to infer the exact time and circumstances of their emergence. Yet, the prologues
and epilogues of a few sagas of chivalry provide us with a point of reference –
most famously in Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar. Due to the dating of its composi-
tion to 1226 in the prologue to the saga, it has often been suggested to be the
first riddarasaga composed in thirteenth-century Norway. This paper argues
that Tristrams saga does not necessarily represent the first instance of Norse
romance translation, even if its dating to 1226 is accurate. By means of a lexical
analysis, the author illustrates the Norse translators’ familiarity with the new
concept of chivalry and shows that the use of loanwords in different riddara-
sögur speaks against the temporal primacy of Tristrams saga.1
The purpose of this article is to suggest a reassessment of datings of
trans lated riddarasögur, based on a study of terminology in old Norse
sagas of chivalry and their old French sources. in his 1975 “la Chronolo-
gie des versions scandinaves des anciens textes francais”, Knud Togeby
relates the composition of Norse versions of old French romances ex-
clusively to the reign of Hákon Hákonarson. like other scholars (cf. e.g.
Kalinke 1981: 3), he puts particular emphasis on the assumption that Tris-
trams saga ok Ísöndar represents the beginning of translational activity in
thirteenth-century Norway. This hypothesis is mainly based on the pro-
logue to the saga, which reads as follows: 
Hér skrifaz sagan af Tristram ok Ísönd dróttningu, í hverri talat
verðr um óbæriliga ást, er þau höfðu sín á milli. var þá liðit frá
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support that made this study possible.
hingatburði Christi 1226 ár, er þessi saga var á norrænu skrifuð
eptir befalningu ok skipan virðuligs herra Hákonar kóngs. en
Bróðir Robert efnaði ok upp skrifaði eptir sinni kunnáttu með
þessum orðtökum, sem eptir fylgir í sögunni ok nú skal frá segja.
(Jorgensen 1999: 28)
Written down here is the story of Tristram and Queen Ísönd, in
which is told about the unbearable love they had between them.
1226 years had passed since the birth of Christ when this saga was
translated into Norse at the behest and order of the great King
Hákon. Brother Robert prepared the text and wrote it down ac-
cording to his knowledge in the words appearing in this saga. and
now it shall be told.2
as the composition of Tristrams saga is here dated to 1226 – when the
Norwegian king Hákon Hákonarson would only have been 22 years of
age – Togeby deems it most likely “qu’il s’agit là du début de cette activité
traductrice à la cour de Norvège” (1975: 183). although he also acknow -
ledges the fact that the dating of Tristrams saga is only preserved in post-
medieval manuscripts, Togeby does not explicitly question its
authenticity. However, the veracity of this dating is discussed by Sverrir
Tómasson in his 1977 article ‘Hvenær var Tristrams sögu snúið?’, in
which the author suggets that the extant ‘prologue’ to the saga may reflect
an older preface that was transformed into a title by a copyist in the six-
teenth or seventeenth century. as Sverrir Tómasson points out, specific
dates are not found elsewhere in icelandic prologues and epilogues, and
references to authorship have been proven to be questionable in other
instances (1977: 60–61). although he adds that one cannot always rely
on the information provided in such prefaces, titles and colophons, Sver-
rir Tómasson reaches the conclusion that “[b]æði ytri og innri rök”
(1977:75) speak for an original translation of Tristrams saga during the
reign of Hákon Hákonarson. also Togeby argues for a main period of
romance translation in Norway between 1225 and 1250, with Tristrams
saga as an evident starting point because it would have been ‘natural’ to
start with Tristan, “qui avait obtenu un succès incomparable en France
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2. all the translations of passages in old Norse and old French/anglo-Norman are
my own.
et en angleterre” (Togeby 1975: 183). as an estimated endpoint to the
Norwegian interest in French literature Togeby suggests 1250, based on
another reference to king Hákon Hákonarson. at the end of Ívents saga,
we learn that it was translated from French into Norse at the commission
of Hakon kongr gamlí, ‘King Hákon the old’ (cf. Blaisdell 1979: 147). The
appellation Hakon kongr gamlí suggests that the saga was composed dur-
ing the lifetime of Hákon’s son, Hákon Ungi, and more precisely at a
time when Hákon Ungi was at least 18 years old: only then would Hákon
Hákonarson have been given the epithet gamlí. Born in 1232, Hákon
Ungi died at the mere age of twenty-five in 1257. This leaves us with a
possible time of composition of Ívents saga between 1250 and 1257, which
Togeby considers to coincide with the end of romance translation in Nor-
way (Togeby 1975: 185).
The main problem with Togeby’s line of argument lies in the com-
paratively late date of the manuscripts that preserve the references on
which he lays so much emphasis. While aM 543 4o – the oldest Tristrams
saga manuscript to preserve the much-cited prologue – is dated to the
seventeenth century, the crucial phrasing in Ívents saga is only extant in
Holm Perg 6 4o, an icelandic manuscript from c. 1400–25 (Ordbog over
det norrøne prosasprog: Registre). Nevertheless, the more or less concrete
dating implied in the paratexts of these two sagas certainly have their
value;3 it is unlikely that a prologue like that of Tristrams saga should be
entirely fictitious and, for example, composed by a scribe in the seven-
teenth century. Still, it is slightly problematic to attribute so much im-
portance to the information provided in the sagas, especially since a
reference to a king as commissioner was, in the Middle ages, a popular
means of giving a work more authority (cf. also Sverrir Tómasson 1977:
56–57). it is therefore debatable whether the order of composition of the
translated riddarasögur should be based exclusively on the references to
Hákon Hákonarson that appear in a few of these sagas.4 even if the ex-
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3. i use the term paratext to encompass such additional material to a text as prologues
and epilogues, based on gérard genette’s definition of paratexte as: “titre, sous-titre,
intertitres; préfaces, postfaces, avertissements, avant-propos, etc.; notes marginales,
infrapaginales, terminales; épigraphes; illustrations; prière d’insérer, bande, jaquette,
et bien d’autres types de signaux accessoires, autographes ou allographes” (1982: 9). 
4. i follow previous research (cf. e.g. glauser 2007) when i use the term riddarasögur,
or sagas of chivalry, to refer to “Norse translations and adaptations of continental
courtly literature” (glauser 2007: 373). These include primarily translations of old
istence of literary activity in connection with Hákon’s court is hardly dis-
putable, it may be worth opening up the possibility of romance transla-
tion outside of, and perhaps even before, his reign. Seeing that the
so-called ‘pseudo-historical works’ such as Rómverja saga and Tróju-
manna saga are believed to have been translated in iceland by the end of
the twelfth century (see e.g. Würth 1998: 36–37, 55–56; Würth 2007:
163), it could for instance be fruitful to consider the possibility that the
emergence of this type of translation literature – rather than Hákon’s
literary ambitions – triggered off the introduction of european literature
of chivalry in the North.
in this paper, i want to argue that Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar does not
necessarily represent the first instance of romance translation in Scandin -
avia, even if its dating to 1226 should be accurate. By means of a lexical
analysis focusing on vocabulary specific to the common theme of the rid-
darasögur – chivalry –, i will illustrate the various translators’ apparent
familiarity with this newly introduced concept – or lack of it.5 More
specifically, i will suggest that an examination of loanwords in different
sagas of chivalry can give us an indication of the sagas’ relative ‘age’.
While the frequency with which loanwords appear in a translation can
be determined by such factors as the personal style of the translator and
the status of translation within its historical context,6 the recurring use
of loans can also be read as an indication of the text’s novelty.7 Moreover,
a study of vocabulary relating to knighthood can give us an indication of
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French and anglo-Norman courtly romances and chansons de geste, but also sagas
based on latin (Clári saga, probably based on a lost latin source) and german ma-
terial (Þiðreks saga af Bern).
5. Previous lexical studies of the riddarasögur have mainly focused on grouping them
according to stylistic or syntactical features, and have often attempted to attribute
them to a specific translator/author (cf. e.g. Hallberg 1971 and 1975, Blaisdell 1974,
Schach 1975).
6. as gideon Toury argues in his work Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond (1995),
the status of translation in a particular culture determines how much a translation is
adapted to established norms and models of the target culture (1995: 271). When
translation – both in the sense of the activity and in that of the resulting text – has
a dominant position in the receiving culture, it is more likely to bring with itself vis-
ible features of the source system than if this is not the case. Thus, the use of loan-
words in a translated text can be influenced, and restricted, by the status of translation
in its socio-cultural context.
7. in his discussion of loan in translation, andrew Chesterman suggests that the first
time a loanword appears in a language it is always a neologism (Chesterman 1997:
the extent to which the respective translators expected their audiences
to have previous knowledge of traditions and practices associated with
this new institution. Thus, such a lexical analysis can lead us to new hy-
potheses regarding the question of the dating and chronology of the
translated riddarasögur. For the purpose of this paper, i will focus on just
two chivalric practices and their representation in the riddarasögur: first,
i will examine vocabulary related to the ceremony of dubbing a knight,
and secondly, the terminology that is used to refer to the chivalric tradi-
tion of holding tournaments.
Before i turn to the discussion of specific vocabulary in the rid-
darasögur, i want to comment upon some problems relating to the study
of translation in the Middle ages. one of the main obstacles when deal-
ing with medieval material is the fact that we rarely know which manu-
script copy of the source text the translation was based on or which
extant version of the target text corresponds most closely to the initial
translation. Most of the texts dealt with in this paper only come down
to us in manuscript copies that postdate their assumed time of composi-
tion by one or more centuries, and it is seldom possible to determine
whether a specific phrasing should be attributed to the translator or a
later scribe. We therefore always have to bear in mind the possibility that
a scribe in the intralingual transmission of a text added or replaced a rel-
evant loanword, opting for an expression that he considered more ap-
propriate or comprehensible. However, in cases where the extant version
of the target text is a close rendering of the source (as, for instance, in
some passages of Parcevals saga, below), it seem plausible to assume that
the vocabulary reflects that of the translation. Still, it does not lie within
the scope of this paper to discuss whether or not individual wordings are
the work of the first translator of any saga. For the purpose of this ana -
lysis, i will therefore lay particular emphasis on recurring trends in the
use of loanwords in certain sagas, as i deem it likely that a systematic
way of dealing with foreign concepts reflects the original translation.8
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95). The occurrence of new items of vocabulary can therefore point towards a later
composition of a text, in comparison with other texts that lack loanwords. on the
other hand, the frequent use of foreign terms can also reflect an expected familiarity
with the concept in question. 
8. a comparison of different manuscript versions of Parcevals saga or Elíss saga ok
Rósamundar, for instance, reveals that variances between manuscripts most often lie
on an orthographic or syntactic level, or in the paraphrase of entire passages.
as it is widely assumed to be the oldest translated riddarasaga, i will
begin by considering references to dubbing in Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar.
More precisely, i will examine the use of two alternative ways of refer-
ring to knighting in old Norse, namely the loanword dubba (‘dress
(splendidly), equip, arm (often magnificently), equip as a horseman, arm
and equip as a knight, dub a knight’, ONP) and the expression gera rid-
dara, ‘make a knight’.9 according to the ONP, the earliest occurrence of
the verb dubba is in Þiðreks saga af Bern (see below), preserved in Holm
Perg 4 fol from c. 1275–1300, while the expression gera riddara is first
attested in the Strengleikar in De la gardie 4–7 from c. 1270 (Ordbog over
det norrøne prosasprog: Registre). early on in Tristrams saga, a few men’s
transition into knighthood is mentioned in an account of a great celebra-
tion held by King Markis in Cornwall:
Þar gerðuz þá nýdubbaðir riddarar ok ungir menn með fögrum
atreiðum ok léku riddaraliga fyrir útan öfund ok hégóma ok öðlaz
með því ást ok yndi fríðra meyja ok kurteisra kvenna. (Jorgensen
1999: 32).
There the newly dubbed knights and young men entertained
themselves with jousting and played chivalrously without ill-will
and deceit, and thereby stirred up love and delight in beautiful
maidens and courteous women.
The relevant phrase in this first allusion to knighting in Tristrams saga is
nýdubbaðir riddarar, referring to the recently acquired status of some of
the men at the feast. While the verb dubba, on which the adjective ný-
dubbaðr is based, has a clear correspondence in medieval French adouber
(‘to dub (a knight); arm, equip’, OFED: 12), it is here not possible to de-
termine whether the wording in Tristrams saga is directly influenced by
that of the source text.10 although we can therefore not speak of an in-
stance of direct loan here, it is important to notice this occurrence of an
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9. it should be noted that dubba is not, as often assumed, used to refer only to the cer-
emony of being slapped on the shoulder with a sword (old French colee, ‘accolade’),
but rather as a synonym to gera riddara, ‘make a knight’. For a discussion of the mean-
ing and disputed origins of the verb dubba and its germanic and Romance equiva-
lents, see Brøndal 1928. 
10. Thomas of Britain’s Tristan, the source of Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar, is only fragmen-
expression that is evidently based on a loanword – and one that most
likely stems from old French (cf. de vries 1977: 86; Íslensk orðsifjabók:
133). The way in which dubba is here used in a derived adjective suggests
that the loanword was already relatively well-known at the time of com-
position of Tristrams saga, and that its audience was expected to be fa-
miliar with the concept of dubbing a knight. as another reference to
dubbing in Tristrams saga illustrates, the translator would also have had
the option to draw on an alternative phrasing that makes the implications
of this ceremony more explicit. When a man is rewarded for bringing
news about Tristan’s arrival to King Markis’ court, the saga reads as fol-
lows:
Sem kóngr heyrði þessi tíðindi, þá varð hann feginn ok mjök glaðr
ok gerir þegar þann unga mann riddara ok gaf honum góð her -
klæði sakir fagnaðartíðinda (Jorgensen 1999: 120).
When the king heard this news, he was joyful and very glad, and
he immediately made the young man a knight and gave him good
armour, because of the good news.
instead of the verb dubba, the phrase gera riddara is used here – a phrase
that would probably have been more easily intelligible for an audience
that was not thoroughly acquainted with the traditions of becoming a
knight. However, the coincidence of the expression gera riddara with the
more specific loanword dubba in Tristrams saga indicates that its contem-
porary audience would already have been relatively familiar with the tra-
dition of dubbing and the change in a man’s position that is implied in
it.
a comparable degree of acquaintance with knighthood also seems to
have been presupposed by the translator of Bevers saga. in its anglo-Nor-
man source, Boeve de Haumtone, we encounter the following account of
the events leading up to the hero Boeve’s knighting:
Josiane emparla e dist: “Sire, escotez!
Par Mahumet! si Boefs adubbez,
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tary and the passage under examination here does not figure amongst the extant sec-
tions of the anglo-Norman tale.
bon socours vus freit, sachez de veritez.
Car jeo vi de mes oilz, quant fu desarmez
e dis foresters li urent defiez,
il ne avoit point de branc, car il l’out obliez
la ou il tua le fort sengler devez,
il ne avoit ke un tronsoun de une launce quarrez
si en tua sis, les autres ad afolez,
mes il en fuirent, taunt furent espuntez.”
“Par Mahun!” dist li roi, “il serra adubbez”.
a taunt fu Boefs avaunt apellez.
“Boefs,” dist li roi, “a moi entendez:
jeo vus frai chevaler e pus si porterez
ma banere en batalie devaunt mon baronnez.” (Sanders 2001: 60,
ll. 516–30)
Josiane began to speak and said: “lord, listen to me! By Ma-
homet, if you dub Boeve a knight, you can know for certain that
he would give you great help. For i have seen with my own eyes
when he was unarmed and ten foresters challenged him: he did
not have a sword because he had forgotten it where he killed the
fierce, raging boar, and he only had a piece of a thick lance. and
he killed six of them and maimed the others, but they fled because
they were so frightened.” “By Mahomet,” said the king, “he shall
be dubbed.” Then Boeve was called forth. “Boeve,” said the king,
“listen to me: i will make you a knight, and then you will carry
my banner in battle, in front of my barons.”
This passage illustrates nicely the kind of vocabulary that could be used
to mention a man’s knighting in the old French and anglo-Norman
sources of the riddarasögur. on the one hand, there are two occurrences
of the aforementioned verb adouber, or adubber in anglo-Norman (‘to
dub, knight’, Anglo-Norman Dictionary), to which the old Norse loan-
word dubba is clearly related. on the other hand, we also encounter a
construction equivalent to old Norse gera riddara, when the king tells
Boeve jeo vus frai chevaler (faire chevaler ‘to knight’, Anglo-Norman Dic-
tionary). Thus, the expressions employed by the anglo-Norman poet
correspond exactly to the two ways of referring to knighting that we
have seen in Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar. However, only one of the possible
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wordings, the verbal phrase, is used in the old Norse version of the
above scene from Boeve de Haumtone:
þa m(ælti) Jos(vena) til fơdur sins. ek sa fyRa d(ag) mikit hreysti
bragd er B(evers) giordi ok ef þer vileth hann ath riddara giora ok
fáá honum ydvart merki ok gioreth hann fostiora firer lidi ydru
þa vænter mik ath hann skal huorki skorta hug ne hreysti ath styra
lidinu. ok þegar lett erm(inrikr) kongr kalla B(evers) ok s(eger)
suo. ek skal giora þik riddara ok þu skalt bera mitt merk<i>.
(Sanders 2001: 61, B text)
Then Josivena said to her father: the day before yesterday i saw
Bevers do a great deed of prowess. and if you want to make him a
knight and give him your banner and make him the leader of your
men, i expect that he will lack neither courage nor prowess when
he leads the troops. and then king erminrikr had Bevers called and
said: i will make you a knight and you shall bear my banner.
in this passage, both the single verb adduber and the phrase faire chevaler
are rendered by means of the latter’s old Norse equivalent gera riddara.
even though Bevers saga generally follows the anglo-Norman text relatively
closely here, the text therefore does not appear to be directly influenced by
the wording of his model. However, there are a few potential explanations
for this lexical divergence between Boeve de Haumtone and its old Norse
rendering. For one thing, we have to take into account the possibility that
the actual source text the translator was working with may have differed
significantly from the surviving versions of Boeve de Haumtone.11 Thus, the
more frequent use of gera riddara, rather than dubba, in this passage of Bevers
saga may result from a different wording in the text the translator was work-
ing with. alternatively, the absence of dubba from this scene could be due
to the translator’s unfamiliarity with this loanword – or his expectation of
the audience’s problems of understanding a more recent addition to old
Norse lexicon. if Bevers saga was composed at a time when this particular
aspect of chivalry was not yet commonly known to the old Norse world,
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11. as Christopher Sanders points out, “a comparison of [Bevers saga] with the two main
surviving anglo-Norman texts suggests that the old Norse saga indeed derives from
neither of them” (Sanders 2001: Cxliv).
the translator may deliberately have chosen to apply the phrase gera riddara
that makes the implications of dubbing more explicit.
Yet, the old Norse version of another account of knighting elim -
inates a few of these possible reasons for the rendering of adduber as gera
riddara in the previous scene. in Boeve de Haumtone, the knighting of
Boeve’s sons gui and Miles is referred to thus:
mande gui e Miles le senez,
a deus chevalers sunt il addobez
e Boves, le fiz Terri, e altre deus miler.
Pus fist la corone devant lui aporter
e si en fist gui roi coroner. (Sanders 2001: 302, ll. 3333–37)
He sent for gui and the wise Miles and dubbed them knights, as
well as Boeve, the son of Terri, and another two thousand. Then
he had the crown brought before him and had gui crowned king
with it.
as in the case of Boeve’s transition to knighthood, the verb adduber is
used to denote that of his sons in the extant version of the anglo-Nor-
man epic. However, the relevant wording in the old Norse text here cor-
responds more closely to that of the model than in the scene above:
og vm morgvnen epter voru þeyr dvbbader til riddara og Beviss
sonur herra Tiera og margar adrer borgar menn. ok epter þetta
var herra guion gefid kongs nafn enn Mylus broder hans hertuga
naf<n>. (Sanders 2001: 303, γ text)
and the next morning they were dubbed knights, as well as Bevis,
the son of lord Tiera, and many other men of the town.
like in Tristrams saga, the loanword dubba is here used to render the
anglo-Norman adduber. Thus, we have some evidence against the earlier
hypothesis that the translator may have favoured the phrase gera riddara
over the more precise dubba because he did not know this loan. However,
this occurrence of dubba is only attested in aM 118a 8o, a paper manusc-
ript from the mid-seventeenth century. even though it is considered to
be a faithful copy of Holm Perg 7 fol from c. 1450–1500 (Sanders 2001:
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cvi), it remains unclear how well it reflects the initial target text. Still,
this use of a loanword may stem from the original translation of Bevers
saga, and the translator may have expected his audience to have been fa-
miliar with its implications. Consequently, we can assume that Bevers
saga, just like Tristrams saga, was written at a time when the notion of
dubbing, and the theme of chivalry in general, was already relatively well
known to the contemporary audience.
another riddarasaga that lends itself well to an analysis of vocabulary
relating to the newly introduced concept of chivalry is Parcevals saga. Since
both Chrétien de Troyes’ original and its old Norse translation have come
down to us in complete versions – in the case of the Conte du Graal in no
less than fifteen medieval manuscripts12 – a direct lexical comparison of the
two texts is easily realisable. in the old French source, the vocabulary ap-
plied to knighting corresponds to that of the anglo-Norman Boeve de
Haumtone. However, a detailed examination of references to dubbing in
Parcevals saga reveals a less varied terminology than what we have seen in
Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar and Bevers saga.13 let us, for example, consider the
first allusion to a knight’s introduction to chivalry in the Conte du Graal:
“N’a pas encore .v. ans entiers
Que tot cest harnois me dona
li rois artus qui m’adouba.” (Busby 1993: 13, ll. 288–90)
“it hasn’t been five whole years since King arthur, who dubbed
me, gave me all this equipment.”
in the knight’s explanation of how he came into possession of his equip-
ment, we find the verb adouber that we have previously encountered in
its anglo-Norman version adubber. However, there is no explicit refer-
ence to the man’s knighting in the old Norse rendering of this passage:
Riddarinn sagði honum, at þetta váru allt vápn þau er artús kóngr
gaf honum. (Wolf 1999: 108)
The knight told him that all these were arms that King arthur
had given to him.
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12. See e.g. Busby 1993: ix–xlviii.
13. Cf. also Marti 2010: 130–35, 249–50.
instead of relating the provenance of the man’s equipment to his trans -
ition into knighthood, the translator of Parcevals saga only mentions that
the arms in question were given by King arthur and thereby avoids the
direct reference to dubbing. However, the missing allusion to the man’s
knighting here could quite easily have resulted from the paraphrasing
manner in which this passage is rendered, and therefore does not neces-
sarily imply that the translator was not familiar with the pertinent ter-
minology.
Similarly, the account of how Perceval’s brothers became knights
probably falls victim to the rewording of a longer segment of the Conte
du Graal. in the relevant scene of the old French romance, the verb adou-
ber is repeatedly used to allude to the brothers’ knighting: 
“au roi d’eschavalon ala
li aisnez, et tant servi l’a
Que chevaliers fu adoubez;
et li autres, qui puis fu nez,
Fu au roi Ban de gomorret.
en .i. jor andui li vallet
adoubé et chevalier furent,
et en .i. jor meïsme murent.” (Busby 1993: 19–20, ll. 463–70)
“The older went to the king of escavalon and served him until he
was dubbed a knight. and the other, the younger, went to King
Ban of gomeret. on the same day, the young men were dubbed
and became knights, and on one and the same day they died.”
as this passage is preserved in all extant manuscripts of the Conte du
Graal, it is most likely that paraphrase is the primary reason for the ab-
sence of the story of Perceval’s brothers from Parcevals saga. Due to Perce-
val’s mother’s failure to inform her son of this aspect of their family
history in the saga, this second occurrence of adouber in the Conte du Graal
does not have an equivalent feature in its old Norse version either. Thus,
it still does not become evident how much knowledge of chivalry and dub-
bing the translator had himself, or expected of his audience. However,
the episode of Perceval’s own knighting reveals that the translator does
not steer clear of all the references to this practice. The actual ceremony
of Perceval’s dubbing is described as follows in the Conte du Graal:
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et li preudom s’est abaissiez,
Si li chaucha l’esperon destre.
la costume soloit tex estre
Que cil qui faisoit chevalier
li devoit l’esperon cauchier.
D’autres vallés assez i ot; 
Chascuns qui avenir i pot
a lui armer a sa main mise.
et li preudom l’espee a prise,
Si li çainst et si le baisa. (Busby 1993: 67, ll.1624–33)
The gentleman leaned down and attached him the right spur. it
was custom that the one who made a knight should attach the
spur. There were many other squires there, and everyone who
could reach, helped to arm him. and the gentleman took the
sword, girded it on him and kissed him.
in comparison with the mere allusions to dubbing discussed previously,
the scene of Perceval’s knighting makes the implications of this tradition
very explicit. By describing the specific components of the ceremony,
the narrator paints a picture that would have been lucid even for an au-
dience with little previous acquaintance with this practice. This explicit-
ness also seems to make it easier for the translator to follow the old
French model closely, as the old Norse version of this passages suggests:
ok þá síðan batt riddarinn spora á hægra fót honum. Svá var þá
siðr at gera riddara. en aðrir riddarar herklæddu hann. Síðan <tók
inn> dýrligi maðr sverðit ok gyrði hann með ok kysti hann. (Wolf
1999: 128)
Then after that the knight bound a spur onto his right foot. it was
then the custom to make knights like this. and other knights
armed him. Then the noble man took the sword and girded it on
him and kissed him.
as opposed to the mentions of dubbing examined above, the description
of Perceval’s initiation into chivalry is rendered almost literally in Parce-
vals saga. Since this passage makes the implications of knighting much
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more explicit than any of the previous allusions to it, this degree of ex-
plicitness is a likely reason for the translator’s facility in following his
source so closely here; the clear account of the different parts of the cere -
mony Perceval undergoes would hardly have caused problems of under-
standing even for an old Norse audience without much knowledge of
chivalry. Hence, the impression arises that the extent to which the trans-
lator modifies, or even omits, references to dubbing in Parcevals saga is
determined by the amount of explanation that is provided in the relevant
scene. Moreover, the exact vocabulary used in the Conte du Graal seems
to have an influence on the literalness of the translation. in the scene in
question, dubbing is referred to as faire chevalier rather than adouber, and
the translator follows his model closely by employing the equivalent ex-
pression gera riddara. it therefore seems reasonable to assume that the
translator here rendered his source more literally than elsewhere because
the phrase used in the Conte du Graal had a direct correspondence in old
Norse that would have been easily intelligible for his audience.
The assumption that the simplicity of the wording of the original has
a decisive effect on the degree to which the translator of Parcevals saga
renders its references to dubbing is also confirmed by the following ex-
ample. Moreover, this scene illustrates just how varied and well estab-
lished the relevant terminology was at the time of composition of the
Conte du Graal:
“ – or ne dites jamais, biax frere,
Fait li preudom, que vostre mere
De vos ait apris ne ensaignié.
. . . 
Car se vos plus le disiiez,
a folie le tenroit l’en;
Por che vos proi gardez vos en.
– et que dirai je dont, biax sire?
– li vavasors, ce porrez dire,
Qui vostre esperon vos caucha,




“You must never again say, dear brother,” said the gentleman,
“that your mother taught or instructed you. Because if you con-
tinue to say it, you will be taken for a fool. This is why i entreat
you to refrain from saying it.” “Then what should i say, good sir?”
“You can say that the gentleman who attached your spurs taught
and instructed you.”
in the old French poem, the man who has recently knighted Perceval
here refers to himself as the gentleman who attached the young man’s
spurs. This metaphorical allusion to dubbing indicates that the audience
of the Conte du Graal was expected to be relatively well acquainted with
the practice of attaching a spur to a man’s shoe: otherwise they would
not have been able to infer just what is meant by this metaphor.
although the account of Perceval’s knighting immediately precedes
this dialogue also in Parcevals saga, the old Norse translator does not
render the old French allusion to dubbing literally:
Húsbóndi sagði: “Haf ekki þetta orðtak lengr at geta móður þin-
nar við framferðar þínar, þvíat þér verðr þat virt til fólsku.”
Sveinn inn spurði: “Hvat skal ek þá segja?” Hann svarar: “Seg at
þá höfðingi kendi þér svá er þik gerði riddara.” (Wolf 1999: 128–
30)
The master of the house said: “Do not use this expression any
more, speaking of your mother in everything you do, because it
will be regarded as foolishness.” The boy asked: “What should i
say then?” He answers: “Say that the lord taught you who made
you a knight.
instead of taking over the figurative reference to the attaching of the spurs,
the translator here opts for a more straightforward phrase when the gen-
tleman simply becomes the lord who made Perceval a knight. This more
explicit way of referring to dubbing is hardly surprising when we consider
how much the translator of Parcevals saga elsewhere transforms mentions
of this custom. However, the fact that the metaphor is replaced, even
though the practice of attaching a spur on a knight’s shoe is described only
a few sentences earlier, underlines the extent to which the translator prob-
ably regarded it as a potential difficulty for his audience. as opposed to
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the old French poet who expected his audience to be familiar with a va-
riety of expressions related to dubbing, the translator again reveals a desire
to make the implications of this tradition more explicit. By doing so, he
appears to attempt to make the material more easily accessible for an au-
dience unacquainted with the institution of chivalry.
The hypothesis that the translator of Parcevals saga is more explicit
than his source because he does not expect as much previous knowledge
of chivalry and its practices is strengthened when we compare the vo-
cabulary he uses with that of Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar and Bevers saga.
The authors of the two latter riddarasögur seem to have assumed their
audiences to be relatively familiar with knighting – as evident from their
use of the loan dubba and other allusions to knighting devoid of further
explanation. The translator of Parcevals saga, on the other hand, repeat-
edly renders his model in a way that should be comprehensible even for
an audience unfamiliar with this chivalric tradition. Thus, it appears that
Parcevals saga may have been translated at a time or place when knight-
hood, and the practices related to it, were not yet a well-established sub-
ject matter of old Norse sagas. More specifically, Parcevals saga seems
to presuppose less familiarity with chivalry and dubbing than the other
sagas examined, and may therefore have been written earlier than Bevers
saga and even the supposedly early Tristrams saga.
However, there are a few possible objections to the hypothesis that
the vocabulary used to refer to dubbing in the various sagas can be inter-
preted as an indication of the comparatively early translation of Parcevals
saga. Most significantly, the age of the manuscripts in which the relevant
riddarasögur survive has to be taken into account. as indicated earlier,
Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar is, in its entirety, only preserved in manuscripts
that postdate the saga’s assumed time of composition by some four hun-
dred years. Bevers saga, on the other hand, comes down to us in several
manuscript versions, the oldest of which is Holm Perg 6 4o from c.
1400.14 Thus, the extant versions of these two sagas are far from being
the original translations, but rather copies of copies of copies. Con -
sequently, we have to allow for the possibility that the relative modernity
of some of the vocabulary of these sagas should be attributed to scribes
in their intralingual transmission, instead of the initial translators. For
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14. The primary manuscripts of Bevers saga are, beside Holm Perg 6 4o, Holm Perg 7 fol
from c. 1450–75, Holm Papp 46 fol from 1690 (a copy of Ormsbók), and the fragment
in aM 567 ii 4o from c. 1350 (cf. Sanders 2001: xv–xCi).
instance, such a specific element of chivalry-related terminology as the
loanword dubba could have been added to these sagas at a later point in
their transmission – for example by a scribe who considered it more el-
egant or accurate than the alternative phrase gera riddara. 
Nevertheless, occurrences of dubba in passages where the wording
seems to be directly influenced by that of the source, as in the account of
the knighting of Bevers’ sons in Bevers saga, speak for the use of the loan
already in the original translation of the saga. Moreover, references to
dubbing in other riddarasögur reveal that dubba by no means exclusively
appears in late manuscripts. on the contrary, it is even documented in
the most important riddarasögur-manuscript preserved from the thir-
teenth century, De la gardie 4–7. in the beginning of Elíss saga ok
Rósamundar, the Norse adaptation of the chanson de geste Elie de Saint
Gille, we find the following account of how elis’ father decides that his
son should become a knight:
þat væit hinn helgi Petr, Ruma borgar postole, at nu bæint scal ec
gera hann riddera! þui nest callaðe hertoginn til sin Salatre, scialld-
suiæin sinn, oc mællti: fœr mer hin beztu hervapn oc klæðe min,
þuiat nu vil ec sun minn dubba til riddera, oc lát nu þegar læið upp
ræisa a vollum atræiðar ás oc a binnda sciollduna oc bryniuna hia
Darbes, borg varre. (Kölbing 1881: 10)
Saint Peter, the apostle of Rome, knows that i will right away
make him a knight! Then the duke called his shield-bearer Salatre
and spoke: Bring me my best weapons and armour, because i
want to dub my son a knight, and let the quintain pole be raised
on the field and tie the shields and coat of mail to it at Darbes,
our castle.
This occurrence of dubba is quite noteworthy when we consider the fact
that the loan is attested both in younger manuscripts, like aM 533 4o and
Holm Perg 6 4o from the beginning of the fifteenth century, and in Dg
4–7 which is commonly dated to approximately 1270 (Ordbog over det
norrøne prosasprog: Registre). Moreover, a comparison with the old
French version of this scene once again reveals how the phrasing of the
original seems to have a direct influence on the word choice of the trans-
lator. in Elie de Saint Gille, the father’s words read as follows:
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“Par Saint Piere de Rome, ja sera adoubés.
S’il avoit or les armes, par la foi que doi Dé,
Mar seroit en ma terre ne veus ne trovés.
Salatré,” dist li quens, “mes armes m’aportés.”
(Raynaud 1879: 4, ll. 97–100)
“By Saint Peter of Rome, he will be knighted now. By the faith i
owe god, if he already had arms, it would be unlucky for him to
be seen or found in my lands. Salatre,” said the count, “bring me
my arms.”
although there is no literal correspondence between the old French and
old Norse versions of this passage, the translator seems to be influenced
by the wording of the original when he uses the loan dubba, despite ini-
tially rendering adouber with the phrase gera riddara. Since this occur-
rence of dubba is documented by all the surviving manuscripts of Elíss
saga, it seems reasonable to assume that it was already known to, and
employed by, the original translator of this saga.
as mentioned above, dubba is attested in another relatively old rid-
darasögur-manuscript, Holm Perg 4 fol from c. 1275–1300. in Þiðreks
saga af Bern, we find the following reference to Thetleif’s dubbing:
oc þar a ovan gefr hann hanom hinn gafvglegsta bvnað ok sva
mikit fe gefr hann hanom siðan sem hann kostaði af sialfs sins.
oc eptir þat dvbbar konongrinn hann til riddara. (Bertelsen 1905–
11: vol. i, 248–49)
additionally he gives him the most magnificent equipment, and
he gives him many riches at his own expense. and after that the
king dubs him a knight.
as the loan dubba also appears in two of the earliest preserved rid-
darasögur, its occurrence in Bevers saga and Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar can-
not only be ascribed to the youth of the manuscripts in which they have
come down to us. Moreover, the fact that the loanword manifests itself
in the version of Elíss saga ok Rósamundar in Holm Perg 6 4o – the prim -
ary manuscript of Parcevals saga  – makes its absence from the old Norse
version of Parceval even more significant. as the same scribe wrote the
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two sagas in question, it is unlikely that he should have favoured the loan
in one saga and avoided it in the other. Thus, the preference for the
phrase gera riddara, rather than dubba, in Parcevals saga can arguably be
traced back to its original translator.
Yet, there is another alternative explanation for the lack of the loan
dubba in Parcevals saga. as an extensive analysis of references to dubbing
in the Conte du Graal has shown (Marti 2010: 130–35, 249–50), the old
French poet also seems to have a predilection for the phrase faire cheva-
liers. although adouber is used several times, as seen in the example above,
the most frequent way of referring to a man’s introduction to knighthood
remains the expression faire chevaliers. it could therefore be argued that
the translator of Parcevals saga was influenced by the word choice of the
original when he favoured its old Norse equivalent over other ways of
alluding to dubbing. However, the Norse rendering of a passage of Chré-
tien de Troyes’ Erec et Enide illustrates that the loan dubba also makes its
way into translations when the wording of the old French model cannot
account for it. The relevant passage in Erec et Enide is an account of the
preparations for the collective knighting of a hundred young men:
aprés, por la joie angraignier,
comanda cent vaslez baignier,
que toz les vialt chevaliers faire.
N’i a nul qui n’ait robe vaire
de riche paisle d’alixandre,
chascuns tel com il la volt prandre
a son voloir, a sa devise.
Tuit orent armes d’une guise
et chevax corranz et delivres:
li pires valoit bien çent livres. (Carroll 1987: 88, ll. 1977–86)
Then, to increase the joy, he commanded a hundred young men
to bathe, because he wanted to make them all knights. There was
none who did not receive a robe of beautiful alexandrian silk,
each just as he wanted to have it, according to his choice and taste.
all had identical arms and swift and agile horses: the worst was
worth a hundred pounds.
The old Norse rendering of this scene suggests that the loan dubba was,
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at the time of composition of Erex saga, established enough to be an ac-
ceptable alternative to the more literal translation gera riddara: 
gledur nu og sæmer þa alla er komner voru til hanz, og setur þetta
brudlaup med allre prijde og glede, dubbar hann margann ungann
mann til riddara, gefur þeim aullum einfaulld vopn, og agiæt
klæde. (Blaisdell 1965: 28)
He now brings joy and honour to all those who have come to him,
and he arranges this wedding with great pomp and joy. He dubs
many a young man a knight, gives them all identical weapons and
excellent clothing.
even if the old Norse text does not follow Chrétien’s model literally, it
is certainly worth noticing that the loanword dubba is here used, even
without the occurrence of the corresponding verb adouber in any of the
extant versions of Erec and Enide. and although the two surviving ver-
sions of Erex saga, in aM 181b fol (cf. the excerpt above) and Holm Papp
46 fol, differ slightly in their rendering of this passage, both of them
docu ment the verb dubba to translate old French faire chevaliers. This
usage of the loan dubba therefore suggests that its absence from Parcevals
saga cannot solely be explained on grounds of the sparing use of adouber
in the Conte du Graal.
So far, the study of various riddarasögur and their chivalry-related ter-
minology has brought to light clear differences in the extent to which
they presuppose familiarity with the custom of conferring knighthood.
in Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar, Bevers saga, Elíss saga ok Rósamundar and
Erex saga, dubbing is referred to without any apparent need for explana-
tion, and their use of the specific loanword dubba suggests that the rel -
evant terminology was already well established and commonly known at
the time of composition of these sagas. The translator of Parcevals saga,
on the other hand, does not appear to expect the same kind of under-
standing of his audience. While he follows the old French Conte du
Graal with considerable faithfulness in passages that make the implica-
tions of knighthood and its ritual of initiation explicit and comprehens -
ible even for an audience with little acquaintance with the subject matter,
he seems to avoid or modify references that require previous knowledge
of this tradition. Thus, the impression arises that Parcevals saga was
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translated at a time when an old Norse audience could not have been
expected to be familiar with literature of chivalry and the pertinent vo-
cabulary. in Tristrams saga, by contrast, we encounter allusions to knight-
ing that clearly presuppose acquaintance with quite specific terminology.
The use of the adjective nýdubbaðr, for example, indicates that the related
verb dubba must already have been a well-known part of old Norse lex-
icon at this saga’s time of composition. Hence, it could be argued that
Parcevals saga must have been translated earlier than the alleged first ro-
mance translation Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar.
Still, the mere absence of a loanword like dubba from a translated
saga should certainly not be considered as proof for its temporal primacy
over others; only an extensive study of vocabulary relating to newly-
 introduced concepts in the riddarasögur can lead to more conclusive evid -
ence with regard to the order in which the different sagas appeared in
medieval Norway. However, a brief examination of references to another
chivalric tradition – tournaments – in a variety of riddarasögur offers
some support to the hypothesis that Parcevals saga may be older than,
for instance, Tristrams saga. let us consider briefly the way in which
tournaments are referred to in the old French and old Norse romances.
in the old French sources, we encounter two alternative nouns to denote
the assemblies in which knights participate to prove their courage and
prowess: tornoiement (‘tournament, joust’, OFED: 585) and tornoi (‘fight,
combat; tourney, tournament’, OFED: 585). in old Norse, on the other
hand, we find terms like atreið (‘riding towards/up to sth., cavalcade; at-
tack/charge/battle (on horseback); chivalric tournament’, ONP), burtreið
(‘jousting, tournament, battle’, ONP) and turniment (‘tournament’). in
the sense of ‘tournament’, atreið first appears in the Strengleikar in De la
gardie 4–7, while the oldest surviving occurrence of burtreið is in Bǽrings
saga fagra in aM 580 4o from c. 1300–25 (Ordbog over det norrøne
prosasprog: Registre). The loan turniment is first attested in Morkinskinna
as preserved in gKS 1009 fol, from c. 1275, and in Þiðreks saga af Bern in
Holm Perg 4 fol.
in the Conte du Graal, for example, tournaments are mentioned in
the account of Perceval’s first introduction to jousting: 
lors le fist le preudom monter,
et il comencha a porter
Si a droit la lance et l’escu
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Com s’il eüst toz jors veschu
en tornoiemens et en guerres. (Busby 1993: 61, ll. 1473–79)
Then the gentleman had him mount and he began to carry the
lance and the shield as well as if he had always lead his life with
tournaments and wars.
The old Norse rendering of this scene follows its model very closely,
and gives us a first indication of how tornoiement is translated in Parcevals
saga:
Síðan sté hann af hestinum ok lét sveininn upp stíga ok tók hann
þegar spjót ok skjöld ok hleypti hesti með öllu afli, ok bar hann
þegar svá vel skjöld sinn ok rétt ok beint spjót sitt, sem hann hefði
ór barndómi jafnan í atreiðum verit ok riddarabardaga (Wolf
1999: 124–26).
Then he got down from the horse and let the boy mount, and he
at once took lance and shield and ran the horse with all his might;
and he immediately carried his shield so well and his lance so right
and straight, as if he had always been in tournaments and in
knightly battles since his childhood.
Since this scene is translated so faithfully into old Norse, it is easy to
determine that the word chosen to represent tornoiement here is atreið,
literally ‘(the act of) riding at/over’. The assumption that the translator
of Parcevals saga intends atreið to signify tournament (i.e. a large event
where many knights meet to test their skills), rather than jousting (a sing -
le combat between two knights, performed on horseback and typically
with lances), is corroborated by its use in other contexts. For instance,
the beginning of the only actual tournament in the narrative is, in the
Conte du Graal, referred to as follows:
et li tornoiemens comance,
ou ot brisiee mainte lance
et maint cop d’espee feru
et maint chevalier abatu. (Busby 1993: 213, ll. 5017–19)
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Then the tournament began, where many a lance was broken,
many a sword blow given, and many a knight struck down.
even though the corresponding passage in Parcevals saga does not follow
the old French text as closely as in the previous example, we are again
confronted with a juxtaposition of tornoiement and atreið: 
en með riddurum varð in mesta atreið ok inn harðasti bardagi ok
steyptiz þar margr til jarðar. (Wolf 1999: 170)
and between the knights there was the greatest tournament and
the hardest battle, and many were cast down to the ground.
Beside these two occurrences of atreið in Parcevals saga, there are also a
number of passages when a direct rendering of the old French
tornoiement or tornoi is avoided in the translation. in fact, the translator
reveals similar trends as in his way of dealing with references to dubbing.
When the great tournament draws to an end in the Conte du Graal, the
old French poet uses the alternative noun tornoi to refer to it: 
et li tornois atant remaint,
Mais chevaliers i ot pris maint
et maint cheval i ot ocis,
Si’n orent cil dehors le pris
et cil dedens i gaaignierent. (Busby 1993: 219, ll. 5157–64)
and now the tournament ceases, but many a knight was taken
prisoner, and many a horse was killed. The attackers had won,
but the defenders had won most booty.
in Parcevals saga, on the other hand, it is the aspect of a battle, bardagi,
rather than that of an organized tournament that is emphasized when
the translator renders the relevant passage thus:
Þá rénaði bardaginn ok váru margir riddarar drepnir, en sumir
handteknir, ok fengu borgarmenn inn betra hlut, en kastalamenn
inn lægra. (Wolf 1999: 170)
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Then the battle ended and many knights were killed, and some
taken prisoner, and the men of the fortress had the better lot, and
the men of the castle the worse.
By focusing primarily on the fighting that is taking place outside of the
city walls, the translator here does not need to find an exact equivalent
to the noun tornoi. This focus on the battle, rather than the tournament,
becomes even more understandable if we consider the way the translator
previously referred to this chivalric contest; as atreið underlines above
all the riding involved in a tournament, it would not have been a particu -
larly suitable term to allude to the subsiding combats. Thus, the translator
appears to favour other paraphrases when atreið does not suit the precise
context of the reference.
like in the case of dubbing, the translator of Parcevals saga does not
seem to have a well-established terminology at his disposal when he
writes about tournaments. and, once again, this becomes particularly
clear when we compare his vocabulary to that used in other riddarasögur.
in Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar, for example, we encounter a term that is
similar to atreið but makes the implications of tournaments more ex-
plicit:
en með því hann var hinn vildasti í gjöfum ok ástsamasti í sínum
meðferðum ok hinn harðasti í bardögum, sótti hann af sinni
hreysti, vaskleik ok burtreiðum svá miklar eignir ok ríkar tekjur
af óvinum sínum, at á fám árum óx vald hans ok virðing með mör-
gum föngum. (Jorgensen 1999: 28)
and because he was the most generous and the most affectionate
in his behaviour and the toughest in battle, he acquired, through
his valour and bravery and tournaments, such great possessions
and riches, taken from his enemies, that, within a few years, his
power and reputation grew in many ways.
While it shares the aspect of riding with atreið, the noun burteið is more
specific in expressing the chivalric activities involved in a tournament.
The first component of this term, burt, is a loanword derived from old
French behort, ‘joust, jousting; tournament’ (OFED: 73, see also Fischer
1909: 83, de vries 1977: 65, Íslensk orðsifjabók: 94) and suggests in itself
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the aspect of jousting. The implications of tournaments are thereby made
much clearer than by atreið – provided that one is familiar with the exact
meaning of burt. The translator of Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar thus once
again confronts his audience with a loanword that presupposes a previous
acquaintance with relatively specific, chivalry-related terminology. While
atreið, with its implication of riding towards others in combat, certainly
is the less precise term than burteið, it would have been more easily
 understandable for an audience with little familiarity with chivalric prac-
tices. Hence, we are again given the impression that Tristrams saga ok
Ísöndar was composed at a time when knighthood and related traditions
were already more widely known among an old Norse audience than
when Parcevals saga was translated. 
However, the noun burteið is not the only loanword that is used to
refer to tournaments in riddarasögur. in a few translated sagas of chivalry,
we find a loan that is directly derived from the abovementioned old
French tornoiement (Fischer 1909: 82, de vries 1977: 601), as in the fol-
lowing passage of Erex saga:
þessi riddari ä frijda vnnustu, og ef nockur riddari er so diarfur
ad þessa staung vilie burt bera fyrer sinnar miöu, og sier eigna
þennan sporhauk þä skal han rijda j turniment og beriast uid
Malpirant. (Blaisdell 1965: 14) 
This knight has a beautiful beloved, and if any knight is so brave
as to carry away this pole for his girl, and take possession of this
sparrow-hawk, then he must ride in the tournament and fight
with Malpirant.
Here the translator of Erex saga employs the loanword turniment that
closely corresponds to its old French equivalent, which also makes it a
practical way of rendering allusions to such chivalric contests. interest-
ingly enough, turniment is here used even though its analogue tornoiement
does not figure in the scene of Chrétien de Troyes’ Erec and Enide:
“Qui l’esprevier voldra avoir,
avoir li covandra amie
bele et saige sanz vilenie;
s’il i a chevalier si os
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qui vuelle le pris et le los
de la plus bele desresnier,
s’amie fera l’esprevier
devant toz a la perche prandre,
s’autres ne li ose defandre.
iceste costume maintienent
et por ce chascun an i vienent.” (Carroll 1978: 26, ll. 570–80)
“Who wants to win the sparrow-hawk will have to have a lady
who is beautiful and wise and free of disgrace. if there is a knight
who is bold enough to claim for his beloved the fame and glory of
being the most beautiful, he will have her take the sparrow-hawk
from its perch in front of everybody, if no one dares to defend it.
They keep up this custom and this is why they come every year.”
although the old Norse text here once again diverges considerably from
its old French model, it is worth noticing this occurrence of turniment
where none of the surviving manuscripts of Erec et Enide preserves the
equivalent tornoiement. While the translator may certainly have worked
from a version of the old French romance that is no longer extant, he
may also have chosen to employ the word turniment without being en-
couraged by his model. if the translator used the loanword without a di-
rect incentive from the old French source it must have been relatively
well known to him, and its occurrence in Erex saga also suggests that the
contemporary audience was expected to be familiar with the term. How-
ever, the fact that Erex saga is only preserved in relatively young manu-
scripts (see above) once again confronts us with the possibility that the
original translator of the saga may not actually be responsible for the use
of the loanword turniment, as an alternative wording may have been sub-
stituted by a subsequent copyist.
Yet, this foreign addition to old Norse lexicon is, like dubba, not
only documented in late manuscripts. in the version of Þiðreks saga af
Bern preserved in Holm Perg 4 fol, we find the following allusion to
tournaments:
hertnit er allra manna friðastr oc vaskastr um alla luti. ængi Riddari
iollu villzinalandi er hans noti iturniment oc i ollum Riddaraskap.
(Bertelsen 1905–11: vol ii, 73)
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Hertnit is the most handsome and valiant in everything. No
knight in all villzinaland is his equal in tournaments and in all as-
pects of chivalry.
Thus, also this loanword is attested in one of the earliest riddarasögur-manu -
scripts, and its occurrence in Þiðreks saga af Bern reveals that a translator –
or scribe – in the latter half of the thirteenth century was already familiar
with this noun. Moreover, the use of such a specific term to refer to a chival-
ric tradition suggests that the contemporary audience must have been previ-
ously acquainted with other literature of chivalry. otherwise they would
hardly have understood an allusion to tournaments devoid of all explanation.
all in all, the examination of tournaments in a number of riddarasögur
confirms the findings of the study of the vocabulary applied to the custom
of knighting. in some riddarasögur, such as e.g. Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar,
Erex saga and Þiðreks saga af Bern, we encounter loanwords that plainly and
directly refer to traditions specific to this type of literature. Their use of a
terminology that does not offer any explanations regarding the newly in-
troduced chivalric rituals suggests that their prospective audiences were ex-
pected to have some previous acquaintance with this subject matter.
However, one saga stands out with its lack of specific loanwords and the
translator’s tendency of offering additional clarifications that are not pro-
vided by the source text. While this absence of loanwords from Parcevals
saga may reflect the personal style of the translator, its paraphrasing refer-
ences to dubbing and the somewhat unclear denotation of tournaments give
rise to the impression that is represents an earlier stage of the introduction
of literature of chivalry in medieval Norway. alternatively, the way in which
Parcevals saga and its way of dealing with foreign concepts differs from
other riddarasögur might indicate that it originated in a different milieu than
the Norwegian court. However, the question of whether Parcevals saga
should, for example, be seen in a closer connection to the ‘pseudo-historical’
works and their assumed composition in iceland at the end of the twelfth
century will have to be the subject of another investigation.
at any rate, the above analysis leads to a new hypothesis regarding
the order in which the various riddarasögur were translated into old
Norse: rather than Tristrams saga ok Ísöndar, with its much quoted dating
to 1226, Parcevals saga may be the first saga of chivalry to have been trans-
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lated in Norway (or iceland). However, a more extensive lexical analysis15
of Parcevals saga and other riddarasögur would be required to be able to
find any more conclusive answers concerning the question of who really
came to Norway first: Tristan or Perceval.
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